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Reviewer's report:

Major Compulsory Revisions.
1. The authors should revisit the title, is it substance use or abuse? Substance use may be harmless.
2. In the Abstract, the objective should be "to determine" rather than to "to asses" the prevalence of substance abuse and "identify" factors.....
3. In the abstract, where is the analysis to support association between "use" and parental use of substance?
4. In the Introduction, let the authors decide is it abuse or use?
5. In the second paragraph of Introduction, first sentence, let the sentence end at drugs and start the second sentence with "This problem highly impairs ....."
6. On page 5, second paragraph, what are these "chronic problems"?
7. On page 5, again decide is it use or abuse. If its just use how did you grade it? and the same applies for "abuse", what is the grade.
8. On page 5, third paragraph, the second sentence should be "..the magnitude of self reported substance abuse and identify risk factors." Again why have you used "substance abuse" and not "substance use"?
9. Page 6, second paragraph, this was a qualitative research study and what you collected is "qualitative data" and not "quantitative data" since the collected data is subjective.
10. Page 8, 9, 10, 11, under Results, this needs to be re-written. What you have written here is already presented in the Tables 1-6. This is a repetition and not interesting. Pick out only significant observations and summarise observations and make reference to the appropriate tables. Do NOT repeat what is already in the tables.
11. Page 9. first paragraph, "illiterate" and NOT "not literate"
12. End you paper with "Recommendations"
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